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  Beginning Windows 8 Mike Halsey,2013-02-01 Windows 8 has been described by Microsoft as its ‘boldest’ Windows
release ever. Beginning Windows 8 takes you through the new features and helps you get more out of the familiar to
reveal the possibilities for this amazing new operating system. You will learn, with non-technical language used
throughout, how to get up and running in the new Windows interface, minimize downtime, maximize productivity, and
harness the features you never knew existed to take control of your computer and enjoy the peace of mind and
excitement that comes with it. From tips and tweaks to easy-to-follow guides and detailed descriptions, this book
takes you inside Windows 8 to discover the true power and flexibility that lies within, and guides you at your own
pace through getting the very best from it.
  Professional Windows 8 Programming Nick Lecrenski,Doug Holland,Allen Sanders,Kevin Ashley,2012-12-07 It is an
exciting time to be a Windows developer. The arrival of Windows 8 is a complete game changer. The operating system
and its development platform offer you an entirely new way to create rich, full-featured Windows-based
applications. This team of authors takes you on a journey through all of the new development features of the
Windows 8 platform specifically how to utilize Visual Studio 2012 and the XAML/C# languages to produce robust apps
that are ready for deployment in the new Windows Store. Professional Windows 8 Programming: Learn how to utilize
XAML to create rich content driven user interfaces Make use of the new AppBar to create a chrome-less menu system
See how to support Sensors and Geo-location on Windows 8 devices Integrate your app into the Windows 8 ecosystem
with Contracts and Extensions Walks you through the new Windows 8 navigation system for multi-page apps Minimize
code with Data Binding and MVVM design patterns Features tips on getting your app ready for the Windows store
Maximize revenue for your app by learning about available monetization strategies
  Windows 8 App Projects - XAML and C# Edition Nico Vermeir,2013-04-01 Become a leading Windows 8 app developer by
using Windows 8 App Projects - XAML and C# Edition to learn techniques, tools, and ideas to create successful, 5-
star apps. Windows 8 App Projects - XAML and C# Edition shows you the nuts and bolts of the Windows 8 development
ecosystem. Then, through a series of example driven chapters, you'll discover how to leverage the platform’s
unique features. With each project, you'll be one step closer to building full-featured, responsive, and well
designed apps that feel like they’re a part of the operating system. Windows 8 App Projects - XAML and C# Edition
is a great book for developers that already know their way around the .net framework and want to leverage their
existing knowledge into building apps for the new and exciting Windows RT platform and the great touch-first
tablet and hybrid devices that accompany Windows 8 to market. Learn to build apps for Windows 8 in an example
driven way Leverage existing skills onto the Windows 8 platform Get to know and use the new Modern UI style to
make your apps stand out
  Windows 8 For Dummies, Pocket Edition Andy Rathbone,2012-09-17 The bestselling tech book of all time, now
updated for Windows 8 Microsoft Windows is the operating system that runs nearly 90 percent of the world's
computers. Windows 8 will offer new interface updates, cloud-based services, and much more. This update of Andy
Rathbone's bestselling Windows guide covers all the basics, plus the enhancements unique to Windows 8. Whether
you're meeting Windows for the first time or upgrading from an earlier version, this book shows you how to
navigate the interface, work with files, browse the Internet, set up e-mail, manage media, and more. Combined
editions of this book, all by Microsoft MVP Andy Rathbone, have sold more than 15 million copies worldwide, making
Windows For Dummies the #1 bestselling technology book of all time Covers all the basics of using Windows 8—core
desktop components, managing files and folders, saving files, using Windows search, printing, and working in the
cloud Shows how to get online, set up and use e-mail, use the latest version of Internet Explorer, set up security
and virus protection, add music to the media player, organize photos, and edit media Includes coverage on using
Windows 8's new start screen on both a desktop computer and a touchscreen device Windows 8 For Dummies has what
all Windows newbies need to know as well as complete coverage of the new version's bells and whistles.
  Beginning Windows 8 Application Development - XAML Edition Kyle Burns,2012-11-30 Beginning Windows 8 Application
Development – XAML Edition introduces you to the Windows 8 modern app design paradigm and the new Windows 8
programming model developed around this paradigm. You'll learn to build rich, immersive applications designed to
run on the many devices that will be powered by Windows 8. With the introduction of Windows 8, once again
Microsoft has re-envisioned the way that PCs and devices will be used and applications will be built in a world
that has become far more connected. The Windows 8 modern UI style is far more than a programming model and
Beginning Windows 8 Application Development – XAML Edition takes you beyond the syntax of any development
language. We examine the factors such as UX (User Experience), social integration, and maintaining data and
settings across multiple devices. Gives an early start to building next-generation connected applications
Introduces new programming libraries available in Windows 8 Explores Windows 8 app design concepts
  Windows 8 In Depth Brian Knittel,Paul McFedries,2012-10-26 Windows 8 In Depth Do more in less time! Experienced
with Windows? Don’t let Windows 8 make you feel like a beginner again! This book is packed with intensely useful
Windows 8 knowledge you won’t find anywhere else. Full of new tips and shortcuts, it’s the fastest, best way to
master Windows 8’s full power, get comfortable with its radically different interface, and leverage its new tools
for everything from business to video, security to social networking! • Take a quick guided tour of everything
that’s new in Windows 8 • Survive without the Start menu • Navigate the new Windows 8 interface (and customize it
to make yourself more comfortable) • Learn hidden shortcuts you’d never find on your own • Quickly locate and use
files, media, apps, websites, and management tools • Set up your Web connection, and discover Internet Explorer
10’s latest improvements • Get comfortable with Windows 8’s built-in apps, from Calendar and Finance to Weather
and Windows Store • Save time by monitoring Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn through one unified app • Make the
most of Windows 8’s supercharged media and imaging tools • Profit from Windows 8’s built-in support for business
presentations • Maximize the performance and efficiency of hardware, storage, and software • Protect yourself from
viruses, spyware, data theft, fraud, spam, hackers, and snoops • Use SkyDrive to access your data from
anywhere—and use Remote Desktop to access your computer, too • Get even more power with Windows 8’s command-line
interface • Use Hyper-V to run other operating systems alongside Windows 8 • Troubleshoot the most common Windows
8 problems—and the toughest ones In Depth offers: • Comprehensive coverage, with detailed solutions • Breakthrough
techniques and shortcuts that are unavailable elsewhere • Practical, real-world examples with nothing glossed over
or left out • Troubleshooting help for tough problems you can’t fix on your own • Outstanding authors recognized
worldwide for their expertise and teaching style • Quick information via sidebars, tips, reminders, notes, and
warnings In Depth is the only tool you need to get more done in less time! CATEGORY: Windows Operating System
COVERS: Microsoft® Windows 8
  Microsoft Windows 8 Digital Classroom Elaine Marmel,2013-09-04 The next best thing to having your own private
instructor guiding you through Windows 8 is this terrific book-and-online video training tool from Elaine Marmel.
Fifteen self-paced lessons show you how to customize settings, work with Internet Explorer, connect peripherals,
and handle maintenance and troubleshooting. The step-by-step print book makes detailed tasks less intimidating,
while video tutorials available for download at the companion website really drive home concepts and reinforce the
instruction as you learn. You'll also get thoroughly up to speed on what's new in Windows 8 and how to get the
most out of the new features. Features step-by-step instructions that make even the most complicated tasks easy to
understand, while the video training enhances the content covered in the print book Includes 15 self-paced lessons
with step-by-step instruction in Windows OS basics as well as new Windows 8 features Covers customizing the
settings, working with Internet Explorer, connecting peripherals, handling maintenance and troubleshooting, and
more Windows 8 Digital Classroom lets you jump right into Windows 8 today with and start learning at your own
pace. Note: The supplementary materials are not included as part of the e-book file. These materials are available
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for download upon purchase
  Windows 8 XAML Primer Jesse Liberty,2012-12-12 Windows 8 XAML Primer is a fast-paced introduction to XAML for
Windows 8 developers who are already proficient C# coders. It introduces you specifically to the world of XAML
development for Windows 8 apps in a practical, hands-on way - so you'll be building apps from the very first
pages. Building on your existing C# knowledge, you're introduced to XAML from the ground up - what it is, what it
does, and why it's important in Windows 8 development. You'll quickly learn how to use XAML efficiently within
Visual Studio. You'll find practical coding quickstarts to get your XAML hands-on knowledge up to speed, so you'll
be ready to progress to your more advanced Windows 8 programming projects with ease. If you're confident in your
.NET coding abilities but the jump to XAML and C# in Windows 8 is giving you pause, then Windows 8 XAML Primer
will have you coding Windows 8 projects in its first pages, and you'll be ready to start your own apps by the time
you're finished.
  Exam 70-687 Configuring Windows 8 Microsoft Official Academic Course,2013-08-05 This 70-687 Configuring Windows
8 textbook prepares your student for the first of two required exams for the Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associate (MCSA): Windows 8 certification. Students master configuration or support for Windows 8 computers,
devices, users and associated network and security resources. Those in this IT Professional career field are
prepared to work with networks configured as a domain-based or peer-to-peer environment with access to the
Internet and cloud services. In addition, these IT Professionals will have mastered the skills requred to be a
consultant, full-time desktop support technician, or IT generalist who administers Windows 8-based computers and
devices as a portion of their broader technical responsibilities. Additional skills addressed in this textbook:
Install and Upgrade to Windows 8 Configure Hardware and Applications Configure Network Connectivity Configure
Access to Resources Configure Remote Access and Mobility Monitor and Maintain Windows Clients Configure Backup and
Recovery Options The MOAC IT Professional series is the Official from Microsoft, turn-key Workforce training
program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and college students.
MOAC gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas:
Instructor readiness, student software, student assessment, instruction resources, and learning validation. With
the Microsoft Official Academic course program, you are getting instructional support from Microsoft; materials
that are accurate and make course delivery easy. Request your sample materials today.
  Windows 8 Hacks Preston Gralla,2012-12-12 Teaches how to perform such modifications as running other versions of
Windows within Windows 8, speeding up Web browsing, hacking Windows 8 mail, adding folders and programs to the
start screen, and setting up a virtual private network.
  Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 Game Development Adam Dawes,2013-08-19 Creating fun, sophisticated games for
Windows devices large or small has never been easier! With masses of example code and fully working games for you
to download and run straight away Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 Game Development is your ideal first step into
modern games development. This book gives you everything you need to realize your dreams and produce fantastic
games that will run on all Windows 8 devices from desktops to tablets to phones. You can code once and run
everywhere. The ubiquity of Windows 8 devices makes this opportunity to good to miss! The Windows 8 and Windows
Phone 8 platforms have huge potential for gaming. New form-factors - such as the Surface tablet - coupled with
improved processors and higher screen resolutions combine to make Windows 8 the best Windows version yet for
independent games development. It's never been easier to create a fantastic game, package it up and deploy it
straight to the Windows Store with its audience of millions. This book will show you how.
  Windows 8 All-in-One For Dummies Woody Leonhard,2012-09-24 Ten minibooks in one great resource will get you
fully up to speed on Windows 8 Promising an updated user interface, new application to today's mobile world, and
increased connection to data and services that live in the cloud, Windows 8 will have new features and perks
you'll want to start using right away. And that's where this bestselling guide comes in. With ten minibooks in
one, it's packed with information on all aspects of the OS. Take the guesswork out of Windows 8 from day one with
this all-in-one resource. Windows 8 boasts numerous exciting new features, and this ten-books-in-one reference is
your one-stop guide for discovering them all! Provides top-notch guidance from trusted and well-known Windows
expert and author, Woody Leonhard Covers Windows 8 inside and out, including how to customize Windows 8, Windows 8
and the Internet, security, networking, multimedia, and more Make your move to Windows 8 easy with Windows 8 All-
in-One For Dummies.
  Windows 8 Absolute Beginner's Guide Paul Sanna,2012-09-19 Windows 8 Absolute Beginner’s Guide Make the most of
your new Windows 8 device—without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to take control of
Windows 8, and use it to create, connect, and discover… simplify and organize your whole life… learn more, play
more, do more, live better! Even if you’ve never used Windows 8 before, this book will show you how to do what you
want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a time. Windows 8 has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how
simple Windows 8 could be? This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s guide to navigating Windows 8—whether
from a desktop, notebook, or tablet… simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you really want to do!
Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: • Discover Windows 8’s whole new approach to running a computer • Run
Windows 8 the way that’s easiest for you: mouse, touch, or keyboard • Find and use the old Windows Desktop along
with all your favorite Windows XP and 7 programs • Get online with Internet Explorer® 10 and master its new tools
and shortcuts • Set up your home network, printer, and other devices • Master quick, easy new ways to use
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn® • Safeguard your personal information and keep it private • Enjoy all your
digital photos, videos, movies, and music • Connect with anyone through email, messaging, and video chat •
Discover and play new Windows 8 games, and use Windows to control your Xbox 360 • Manage even the most gigantic
collections of data and media • Automatically back up your information to external drives, DVDs, or Microsoft
SkyDrive® • Fix problems, protect yourself from viruses, and keep Windows 8 working reliably Paul Sanna is the
author of almost two dozen computer books on topics such as Microsoft Windows, Internet Explorer, and Windows
security. He has extensive experience working with and explaining pre-release versions of Windows. He currently
advises his clients on software decisions, both for the desktop and for large business projects.
  iPad Portable Genius Paul McFedries,2014-11-07 Learn the Genius tips and tricks that will make your iPad even
better - now updated for iPad Air 2 and iPad mini 3! iPad Portable Genius is a practical, easy to read guide to
getting the most out of your iPad. Written in a clear, no-nonsense style, this full-color resource describes the
tips and tricks you may not discover on your own. You'll find helpful information about the most commonly used
features, along with techniques that can help you do better things faster. Genius icons throughout the text
highlight smarter ways to get things done, and plenty of screenshots provide visual examples of the techniques
described. With coverage of the latest iOS and the newer-generation iPad Air and iPad mini, this book is a handy
reference for any iPad user. Apple's iPad is unrivaled as the industry leader. Each generation of the iPad
includes even more features than before, and the app store offers a world of ways to further customize your iPad
to suit your needs. iPad Portable Genius gives you the fundamental skills that not only enhance your current iPad
use, but also carry over into upgrades, new apps and the underlying techniques that can help you make the most of
the iOS. Learn to: Find your way around iPad Air 2, iPad mini 3, and older models of the iPad and iPad mini
Connect to a network and sync your apps, photos, music, and more Organize your contacts and track your
appointments Get more out of e-mail, audio, video, and Web surfing Configure your iPad, download apps, and
troubleshoot when things go wrong You've got the most coveted tablet on the market—don't you want to see what it
can do? If you're only using your iPad for e-mail and the Internet, you haven't even scratched the surface. iPad
Portable Genius is your handy guide to full iPad functionality.
  Windows 8. 1 Apps with XAML and C# Sams Teach Yourself in 24 Hours Adam Nathan,2014 In just 24 sessions of one
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hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Windows 8.1 Apps with XAML and C# in 24 Hours will help you build compelling
apps for Windows 8.1 devices of all kinds.
  Designing for Windows 8 Brent Schooley,2013-04-01 Designing for Windows 8 is a fast-paced, 150-page primer on
the key design concepts you need to create successful Windows 8 apps. This book will help you design a user
interface that is both delightful and effective, feels ‘right’ to your users, and encapsulates a great Windows 8
experience. In this book, you will: Meet the building blocks of solid Windows 8 UI design in a well-designed
sample app. Learn how to incorporate key design elements into your apps, such as the app bar, charms and subtle
animations from the animation library. Find out how to deliver the core experience that your users expect from
Windows 8. Learn how to make your app stand out from thousands of others in the Windows Store. It’s now time to
create the next generation of Windows applications. Arm yourself with design tactics and join in on this wonderful
opportunity!
  Beginning Windows 8 Application Development Zoltan Arvai,György Balássy,István Novák,David Fulop,2012-09-06
Learn to use exciting new development tools and create applications for Windows 8 If you're a beginning developer,
there's no better place to get up to speed on the Windows 8 SDK than this Wrox guide. A team of Microsoft experts
provides a complete course in Windows 8 programming, helping you take full advantage of the innovative new SDK.
Written in an easy-to-read style, this book is packed with reusable examples that showcase the endless
possibilities of the Windows SDK and also introduces the new Windows 8 app store. It explains how to set up the
development environment and covers user interface design, using special effects and graphics, working with C# and
C++, and much more. Provides a complete introduction to the Windows SDK and Windows 8, starting with setting up
the development environment and building your first application Covers user interface design, touch- and event-
driven design elements, leveraging windows-based services, and offline application development with HTML 5
Explores creating C# applications for the Windows 8 system, XNA 4 and Silverlight 5 considerations, and the role
of C++ Shows how to debug, certify and deploy your applications Introduces the new Windows 8 app store and offers
advice on marketing your apps Beginning Windows 8 Application Development is perfect for anyone who's ready to get
started developing apps for the exciting new Windows 8 OS.
  My Windows 8 Katherine Murray,2012-09-11 Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 Step-by-step
instructions with callouts to Windows 8 that show you exactly what to do. Help when you run into Windows 8
problems or limitations. Tips and Notes to help you get the most from Windows 8. Full-color, step-by-step tasks
walk you through getting and keeping Windows 8 working just the way you want. Learn how to Quickly master Windows
8’s fluid, colorful interface--and leave yesterday’s Windows behind! Get super-productive fast with the latest
touch and mouse techniques Tweak your Start screen to get easy access to tasks you do every day Get up-to-this-
instant information with Live Tiles Browse the web with the sleek, streamlined Internet Explorer 10 Use Windows
8’s great built-in apps and get more at the new Windows Store Secure your computer with custom Lock screens,
picture passwords, PIN logons, and location privacy Copy, move, and share files through the revamped File Explorer
View, organize, and share all your photos on your PC, photo sites, and favorite social media accounts Work with
Windows 7 programs through the Windows 8 desktop Keep your files safely backed up and Windows 8 safely updated
Improve computer performance with Windows 8’s updated system tools Stream media and share files easily with your
PCs, your Xbox 360, tablets, and phones
  Windows 8 and Office 2013 For Dummies Andy Rathbone,Wallace Wang,2013-05-03 Learn to: Navigate the Windows 8
Start screen Create user accounts and set passwords Use Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook Master the basics of
Windows 8 and Office 2013! Windows and Office work together to turn your PC into a productivity tool. The unique
Windows 8 interface combines with updates to Office 2013 to create a new computing experience. This book offers
quick answers for when you get stuck. Learn your way around the Windows 8 Start screen and Charms bar as well as
Office 2013 applications. The new Windows — see how to launch programs, customize Windows 8, and create user
accounts Apps and more — install and update apps, locate missing ones, and identify which ones are running Get
social — add your social networking and e-mail accounts to Windows 8 for quicker updating Welcome to Office 2013 —
navigate the Ribbon and create and format Word documents and Excel spreadsheets Get organized — manage your e-mail
and contacts and track your appointments Open the book and find: A tour of the Windows 8 Start screen How to
password-protect your user account Tips for adding or removing Start screen items Advice on customizing Office
2013 Ways to punch up your PowerPoint presentations Hints for analyzing data with Excel
  Windows 8 Secrets Paul Thurrott,Rafael Rivera,2012-08-21 Tips, tricks, treats, and secrets revealed on Windows 8
Microsoft is introducing a major new release of its Windows operating system, Windows 8, and what better way for
you to learn all the ins and outs than from two internationally recognized Windows experts and Microsoft insiders,
authors Paul Thurrott and Rafael Rivera? They cut through the hype to get at useful information you'll not find
anywhere else, including what role this new OS plays in a mobile and tablet world. Regardless of your level of
knowledge, you'll discover little-known facts about how things work, what's new and different, and how you can
modify Windows 8 to meet what you need. Windows 8 Secrets is your insider's guide to: Choosing Windows 8 Versions,
PCs and Devices, and Hardware Installing and Upgrading to Windows The New User Experience The Windows Desktop
Personalizing Windows Windows Store: Finding, Acquiring, and Managing Your Apps Browsing the Web with Internet
Explore Windows 8's Productivity Apps Windows 8's Photo and Entertainment Apps Xbox Games with Windows 8 Windows 8
Storage, Backup, and Recovery Accounts and Security Networking and Connectivity Windows 8 for Your Business
Windows Key Keyboard Shortcuts Windows 8 Secrets is the ultimate insider's guide to Microsoft's most exciting
Windows version in years.
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(English - 92 pages) Manual. View
the manual for the Altec Lansing
IMT810 here, for free. This manual
comes under the category cradles &
docking stations and has been rated
by 2 ... ALTEC LANSING MIX iMT810
User Manual This Altec Lansing
speaker system is compatible with
all iPhone and iPod models. Please
carefully read this User Guide for
instructions on setting up and
using ... Altec Lansing Docking
speakers user manuals download
Download Altec Lansing Docking
speakers user manuals PDF. Browse
online operating user's guides,
owner's manual for Altec Lansing
Docking speakers free. Altec Lansing
IMT810 User Guide - manualzz.com
View online(92 pages) or download
PDF(16.73 MB) Altec Lansing IMT810
User guide • IMT810 docking speakers

pdf manual download and more Altec
Lansing online ... Altec Lansing
user manuals download Download Altec
Lansing user manuals, owners guides
and PDF instructions. Altec Lansing
manuals Altec Lansing IMT810.
manual92 pages. Altec Lansing MZX857
... use your Altec Lansing headset,
refer to the user manual. Earphones:
True ... Altec Lansing IMT800 User
Manual This Altec Lansing speaker
system is compatible with all iPhone
and iPod models. Please carefully
read this User Guide for
instructions on setting up and
using ... Altec Lansing MIX BoomBox
- IMT810 Altec Lansing MIX BoomBox -
IMT810; Clip-on Full Feature Remote;
2 x AUX Cables; Miscellaneous
Adapters for iPhone & iPod; AC
Adapter; User's Guide; Quick ...
Altec Lansing Mini Life Jacket 2
user manual (English User manual.
View the manual for the Altec
Lansing Mini Life Jacket 2 here, for
free. This manual comes under the
category cradles & docking stations
and ... Have an Altec Lansing IMT810
MIX boombox that suddenly ... Jun
26, 2016 — With no firmware source
and the challenge of getting hold of
a one-time-use flashing jig, then no
possible course of action. Of course
a ... Tons of Free PMP® Practice
Questions Another set of 180 PMP
exam practice questions as a
downloadable pdf file. ... 10 free
questions, dedicated to the 2021-
version of the exam by Christopher
Scordo. 7000+ Best Free for PMP
Sample Questions [PMBOK 5] Here's a
list of more than 7000 best free
sample questions based on PMBOK®
Guide, 5th Edition for the PMP
certification exam from more than 60
sources around ... Looking for PMP
Exam Prep e-book by Christopher
Scordo Oct 14, 2016 — ... PMP Exam
Prep e-book by Christopher Scordo.
Do you need ... free download by PMI
members: PMP Exam Prep: Questions,
Answers, & Explanations by
Christopher Scordo. Top Free PMP
Exam Questions & Practice Tests of
2023 Free PMP exam questions:
Practice online mock tests free of
cost. Find sample questions

simulators and downloadable pdf. PMP
Exam Prep Christopher Scordo PDF PMP
Exam Prep—Questions, Answers &
Explanations, 2013 Edition ...
questions and answers carefully,
then you should be able to piece
together which is the ... PMP Exam
Prep: Questions, Answers, &
Explanations PMP Exam Prep:
Questions, Answers, & Explanations:
1000+ Practice Questions with
Detailed Solutions [Scordo,
Christopher] on Amazon.com. *FREE*
shipping on ... By Christopher
Scordo - PMP Exam Prep Questions ...
By Christopher Scordo - PMP Exam
Prep Questions, Answers, &
Explanations: 1000+ PMP ... Download
app for iOS Download app for
Android. © 2023 Goodreads, Inc. PMP
Exam Prep Questions-Answers and
Explainations ... PMP Exam Prep
Questions-Answers and Explainations
2013 Eidtion · Author / Uploaded ·
Ritu ... PMP Exam Prep: Questions,
Answers, & Explanations Look inside
this book. PMP Exam Prep: Questions,
Answers, & Explanations: 1000+
Practice Questions with. Christopher
Scordo. PMP Exam Prep: Questions,
Answers ... PMP Practice Exam 1 |
Free PMP Exam Questions This PMP
practice exam includes 50
challenging questions with detailed
explanations. These free PMP exam
questions are great for your test
prep and review.
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